
 

 

 

Welcome to the 5 Day Image Optimization course. 

 Why Image Optimization? 

Search Engines do not see photos (well not fully yet), nor do they see videos, but                

search engines do see text surrounded those files. Google will index text that is              

embedded in a photo and photo parts. We want our brand to be ranking in Google and                 

we also want our brand visually appealing. When creating graphics and photos for your              

blog post and social media, it is extremely important that you optimize them for search.               

Users, aka our clients, use the image Search Tool as well as Pinterest to find               

inspiration, ideas, and photos that fit their needs. Imagine you and your post coming up               

as a resource for them before they even know they need your expertise? Image              

Optimization can do just that! The e-mail course is broken down into the 5 topics. 

**Day 1.** How to prep image files. Tools needed 

**Day 2.** Where do I optimize files in blogging?  

**Day 3.** The writing part: What to write?  

**Day 4.** Social sharing images  

**Day 5.** Site Maps and Google indexing ( make sure Google sees you) 
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Day 1 

Today I want to describe how you prep the image files before you even upload them to 

your WordPress, Squarespace or Blogger because the steps for image optimization 

begin offline. 

Size matters 

Your photo files should be resized to be optimized for the web. Huge files will weigh 

down your site, causing it to be slow and lag. Your users will not have the patience to 

wait for your photos to load, and they will lose interest in exploring the rest of your site 

and leave. This, in turn, causes a high bounce rate which is no bueno. A bounce rate is 

basically when a visitor enters your site and leaves from the same page or hits the 

backspace. This indicates to Google that you were not a good fit for the search, your 

site is not what it says it’s about, or your site does not have great content and perhaps 

your site is indeed too slow. This can then push you down in rankings, as Google really 

values site speed and craves great content. For blog posts, many times we will see 

higher bounce rates, which is why we need to get our basics straight and engage our 

viewers. Last but not least, big files can be costly. If you keep uploading huge files, you 

may have to upgrade your hosting plan. 
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Tip: Find out the ideal pixel width of your blog theme by checking with theme creator or                 

in your theme settings. I recommend not making your files bigger than 1100 pixels wide.  

Which scenario do you fall under? 

Scenario 1: Your blog posts usually feature no more than 5 images, and you are using 

a program like PicMonkey or Canva. In this case, you can choose appropriate templates 

for your blog posts which will have the optimal web size. In Canva, you also have the 

option to download the photo as web size or PNG.  For my SEO blog, I typically use the 

Pinterest graphic which has a size of 735 pixels wide.  

Scenario 2: Your blog posts feature loads of images. In this situation, most likely you 

are using a DSLR and the image file will be too big to upload to a blog post. You may be 

using either Adobe Lightroom or Adobe Photoshop to edit your files and save them. In 

Photoshop, you can batch process your images and click “save for web.” When I upload 

to my photo blog, I edit my images in Adobe Lightroom and then use a program called 

BlogStomp to resize them for the web. Here is a video I made about using BlogStomp to 

resize the files, plus some tips to blog faster with BlogStomp.  

Bonus tip: If you also use Lightroom, you can start adding keywords in its keyword 

section when you export your image files. If you’re a photographer, you may want to 

check out my free video from my Get Your Blog found in 30 Days course, where I share 

my image optimization workflow for photographers. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIqd5t3kMQQ
http://www.fuse.teachable.com/courses/get-your-wordpress-blog-site-found-bootcamp/lectures/908818


 

Renaming Images 
I often get asked if images should be renamed before uploading them into the actual               

blog post, and my answer depends on the 2 scenarios I mentioned above. In Scenario               

#1, I don’t see a need to rename the photo ahead of time, especially if you’re blogging                 

more graphics or screenshots. But if you are using Canva you can rename it in your                

Canva designs and when it downloads, it has the keyword in the file name.  

 

With a few photos, you can manually rename them when you upload to your blog, which                

takes only seconds. In scenario #2, I do recommend you rename your photos with the               

main keyword idea by batch renaming in Lightroom or Photoshop. I personally export             

my blog photos from Lightroom using the custom sequence option as an export setting.  

 

This way, that image file has my main keyword idea and a number appended it to it.                 

Don’t forget to watch the free preview lesson mentioned previously to see my Lightroom              

workflow. We will cover more about text and keywords on Day 3, but if you are a                 

photographer or wedding professional, download my Image Rename Cheat Sheet here.            

If you use Blogstomp, you can choose a custom name for the set of those photos, I                 

actually think this may be faster than my current workflow so will be testing it out. 
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http://getfoundwithfuse.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/seo-rename-image-cheat.pdf


 

 

If you are on WordPress, and you have no idea what size your image files are and how                  

to change the size, I recommend you start using Canva. Alternatively, you can try one of                

the following plugins: WP Smush, EWWW Image Optimizer, or Lazy Load. 

 

Phew! This was long for Day 1, but now I hope you know that image name and size matter.                   

You need to decide what will be the best prep workflow for you, especially if you blog many                  

images at a time.  

 

Day 2 

In today's class lesson, I want to show you where to optimize your photos              

for Search and also give you this free worksheet which will serve for Days 2               

and 3 of the course. Download it here. 

There are four main areas where you       

can optimize photos for Google in      

Wordpress. 

You will see these areas when you upload        

your photo so go to Add Media: 
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http://getfoundwithfuse.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/imageseocourse.pdf


 

Title of Image 

As was stated on day 1, the new file name you choose should not just be the original                  

camera setting name or the screenshot name, but should have relevant keywords. In             

this example I used a screenshot photo so originally the Title was the Screenshot name.               

I manually changed the text when I uploaded the file name. Check my tips from Day 1                 

on how to rename image files beforehand if you so desire. 

Caption 

I rarely use this area, but a caption field is a place where you can add a caption to the                    

photo that will show up on your blog. So, if you wanted to state something about the                 

photo, you can, but be aware that whatever text you add there will be seen on the actual                  

post. It also creates a frame type border around the photo. On Squarespace caption is               

also does the same thing but is also the Alt Text. See how to turn that off in                  

Squarespace section. 
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Alt Text** 

Also known as alt-tag or alt-attribute, the alt text is the most important part of Image                

SEO, thus this is where you should spend some extra time giving your photos some               

TLC. This is the area that Google (the machines) looks at to understand what the image                

file is all about. You see, for the most part, search engines can’t see photos (they can’t                 

see video, either), so they rely on the text associated with the photo. Wiki states: 

 

“Alternative text is text associated with an image that serves the same purpose and              

conveys the same essential information as the image. [1] In situations where the image             

is not available to the reader, perhaps because they have turned off images in their web                

browser or are using a screen reader due to a visual impairment , the alternative text               

ensures that no information or functionality is lost. [1] Absent or unhelpful alternative text             

can be a source of frustration for visually impaired users of the Web. [2] ” 

 

So, this is where you can really describe each photo with the actual topic of the blog                 

post or photo content. Every image file should have a unique alt text and if you use the                  

Yoast SEO plugin for Wordpress then one of your photos should alt text should be               

whatever Focus Keyword you chose for that blog post. 

 

It is important to note that this is the text that gets picked up when someone pins your                  

photo on Pinterest, so we’ll spend time learning about exactly what to write in the alt text                 

field for your blog posts on Day 3 of the guide. What is important to know right now is                   

that Google sees about the first 16 words here, so you can technically write longer               

descriptive alt text, but not a huge paragraph or your full post. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Alternative_text_for_images#cite_note-G94-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screen_reader
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_impairment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Alternative_text_for_images#cite_note-G94-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Alternative_text_for_images#cite_note-Lazar2007-2


 

Description 

The description field is the area where you’ll write a full sentence describing your blog               

post, your business name and any extra information that is needed. This area is in full                

sentence format and allows about 150 characters. So, this obviously serves as a longer              

description and is the text sometimes displayed if you use a thumbnail of the photo. This                

is not an important area for SEO. 

 

An important tip: The description text you add to your photos becomes relevant to the               

actual post, so if you’re a newborn photographer who happens to do a couple’s shoot,               

don't add newborn-related words to that photo description. 

Squarespace 

As per Squarespace: "You can add alt text to images directly in these areas: 

● Image Blocks 

● Gallery Page images 

● Gallery Blocks 

● Product images 

The treat the Caption as the Same as the         

alt Text, so it is important to choose not to          

display the caption text and disable that       

option. Image SEO in Squarespace is a bit        

limiting as there is no description area and        

no separate area for alt text. Find out more         

about Squarespace Image SEO here. 
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https://support.squarespace.com/hc/en-us/articles/205814528


 

Overall, what boggles bloggers is that every single area should be unique for every              

single photo file to maximize for SEO. So, if I have 4 images in a post, I am filling out 4                     

unique text areas for each—or in my case actually 3, since I don’t use caption. This can                 

be a challenge, but there are some tips and shortcuts. So, stay tuned for Day 3, as it will                   

be jam packed with information. For now, your homework is to find the area where you                

can actually optimize the image file and take a look to get familiar with these settings.  

 

You will also find a keyword exercise in today’s homework to help you prepare for               

knowing exactly what to write about on your photos every time you blog. 

 

Welcome to Day 3! and take out the worksheets I included in Day 2. 

Today I want to share the secret sauce of image optimization which is, of course, text!                

Text is king in SEO, and using a variety of targeted keywords on your files is ideal. I do                   

realize that for photographers and creative bloggers this is alarming, and you may feel              

there’s no way you can add unique text to all of these areas. So here are some tips and                   

solutions that will still give you some SEO juice. 

 

All about those keywords 

You need to start a keyword strategy for your blog and business—text, after all, is the                

foundation for all SEO. In my Blogging SEO master class, I teach my students how to                

use alternative keywords for their SEO. Why? Because this gets them away from using              

very competitive keywords and moves them toward words their audience is already            

using, which will help their businesses get found online. 
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https://support.squarespace.com/hc/en-us/articles/205814528
http://www.fuse.teachable.com/courses/blogging-seo-masterclass


 

We also go over how to blog with SEO in mind, and ways to create great content for the                   

“ideal audience.” It’s hard to cover all the needed topics for a great SEO strategy, but to                 

help you get your photos found, I included the bonus worksheet for Day 2 and Day 3.  

In these worksheets, I have you answer some basic questions in order for you to start                

building your keyword list. I also included an SEO image hunt exercise to help you               

expand your list.  

 

The Image Sections: 

Image Title: For the title, I typically think of my main idea of the post and use some                  

loose keywords there if I’m manually adjusting it inside of WordPress. When I optimize              

photos for my photography blog, I rename them beforehand using my Image Rename             

Cheat Sheet as a guide. Check back to Day 1 if you didn’t download the Image Rename                 

Cheat sheet or watch the free Lightroom preview video. Your file name doesn’t have to               

be too long and can contain loose keywords. 

Alt Text: This is where I can get down to the nitty-gritty with photo optimization, and                

students from my course love how they can get one-on-one feedback from me via the               

private Facebook group, as they have many doubts about exactly what to write in this               

important SEO section. I help you guys get better at writing more varied text for your                

image files. Google sees the first 16 words, so you can make it longer, but not like a                  

paragraph. 

Description: This is where I will write out full sentences and include my business name.               

Then, for the remaining photos, I change a word or two. So, the description area is a                 

little easier to do. It really shouldn’t be longer than 160 characters. 
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http://getfoundwithfuse.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/imageseocourse.pdf


 

Two Examples: 

So, let’s check these two examples and look at how I would optimize the photos for 1) a                  

wedding photo shoot and 2) one of my Get Found With Fuse blog posts. 

Example 1: Wedding at Pawleys Plantation  

 

Main Focus Idea: Pawleys Plantation Wedding Photos 

Goal: To get my photos found by brides when they search for wedding photos of this                

venue. 

Blog Post Title: Rustic Pawleys Plantation Wedding Susan and Dan 

Types of photos included in post: Getting Ready, Ceremony, Reception, Bride &            

Groom, Bridal Party. BUT my main goal is more venue focused, so I will mix venue                

focus with style, colors and details in the actual photos. I know the alt text for at least  
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one of my photos will be Pawleys Plantation wedding photos, and then I can think of a                 

few variations of that.  

● Getting married at pawleys plantation 

● Southern plantation wedding photos 

● Rustic wedding venues 

● Pawleys Plantation wedding photographer  

● Southern wedding ideas  

● Plantation wedding photos  

But, I will need many more words for my alt text. This is where you would use a more                   

advanced keyword strategy, which my Blogging SEO master class covers, this goes            

beyond just what you do but has to do with style, brand, colors, adjectives and blog post                 

topics.  

P.S if you are Senior Or Newborn Photographer, you can purchase keyword kits ( which               

I have done the hard work for you) from my store here. Also my image rename cheat sheet                  

has ideas for you to focus on for alt text. 

Image SEO for this photo: 
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http://www.fuse.teachable.com/courses/blogging-seo-masterclass
http://getfoundwithfuse.com/seo-store/


 

Title: The main idea, which is Pawleys Plantation wedding photos .  

Alt Text: I got more specific here and put photos of outdoor wedding ceremony at               

Pawleys Plantation 

Description: Outdoor wedding ceremony photographed at Pawleys Plantation by         

Feuza Reis Studios. Pawleys Plantation is a gorgeous venue on Pawleys Island. 

Tip: For the description, I make it easier by including something similar to the alt text,                 

but making a full sentence of it including my business name. 

Homework: Go back to your last 5-10 top blog posts and edit the Alt Text. If you are in                   

Wordpress just go to the back end of the post, hover over the image File and click the                  

pencil to edit it. I only edit the Alt text area for past blog posts. 

 

Example 2: THE 411 OF LIST-BUILDING LINGO 

For this latest blog post on my Get Found With Fuse blog, I focused on lingo related to                  

growing your email list. I wanted to include some long-tail keywords like What is a               

landing page? How to grow your email list? For this blog post, I used a few more                 

images than I usually use, so I got to get creative with using variations for the alt text                  

section. Image SEO for this photo. 

: 
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Main Focus Idea: Tips and tools to grow your email list. 

Goal: To get my post or photo found on Pinterest or Google by bloggers who want to                 

learn about the basics of growing their email list and what tools they will need to do so. 

Blog Post Title: THE 411 OF LIST-BUILDING LINGO (the blog post title is not always               

the same as the main focus idea). 

File Name: growing your email list 

Alt Text: learn how to grow your list, and tools used in blogging for email list building 

Description: What is a landing page? What is a content upgrade? What are the best               

opt-in plugins? Learn the tools and tips to build your email list faster and smarter.  

I hope you utilize the worksheets and samples here, and by using them feel more               

comfortable knowing what’s expected of you regarding image optimization and text. Day            

4 will be a shorter lesson, but it will touch upon social media SEO and photo sharing. 

 

Welcome to Day 4! 

Since I gave you a lot to think about and do on Day 3, today will be a lighter day and all                      

about social media. We know how powerful photos can be on social media and for               

social sharing. Social sharing is an important aspect of social proof, which is a ranking               

factor for Google. Social proof can be testimonials on your site, press features, and how               

much your content is being shared, so the number of likes, repins retweets and              

comments matter. In order for you to make it easier for others to find you and your                 

photos, you need to be using the social media platform that best fits your audience, and                

you should be sharing consistently. Some of my favorite social media platforms are             

Instagram, Pinterest, and Twitter. Of course, many of you love Facebook and want to  
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increase your Facebook engagement, and with all of these, photos are powerful. Let’s             

chat a bit about social sharing and social media SEO. 

 

1. Twitter. Choose a header image that will be consistent with your blog and other              

social media accounts. We know that hashtags rule in Twitter, but photos and             

videos get way more engagement than text. When scheduling out your blog            

posts, make sure you are including a photo with it. This can be done by using the                 

social share tab via Yoast SEO and using a Twitter-sized image (a Twitter             

template can be found if you use Canva). Or you can manually add the photo               

there. 

 

2. Instagram. Instagram is the photo maven where curated life happens. Each           

photo posted should be thought of carefully, especially now with all the changes             

coming our way. Think about your audience always, and be consistent with your             

colors, too. I email myself the photo I want to add and write out a mini post so I                   

can copy it over when I post. I use some hashtags, then I look up related                

hashtags. Related hashtags will be your best friend on Instagram, and it’s what             

will help you be found by your ideal audience. To find related hashtags, just click               

on one of your past hashtags you’ve used, and it will show everyone who’s              

posted those hashtags, but it will show-related hashtags above that. Start adding            

related hashtags into the mix in the comments area of your photo post, and you               

will start seeing an increase in likes, followers, and even comments. Then, of             

course, you want to engage with your audience. Geotagging is a great option             

when you’re doing work in your town, at famous landmarks, etc. I also suggest              

you use some local SEO-related hashtags by using your town name. If you are in               

need of a better Keyword Strategy, join my FREE mini-course on Keyword            

Strategy here. 
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http://www.fuse.teachable.com/p/keyword-strategy-mini-course
http://www.fuse.teachable.com/p/keyword-strategy-mini-course


 

3. Pinterest. What I love about Pinterest is not only that it can drive traffic back to                

my blog, but that it’s indexed by Google... and my pins and boards can be found                

right from a Google search. So, if you optimize your photos well inside your blog               

post (as we learned about on day 3), then that will increase your chances of               

being found. Remember that the text pulled for Pinterest comes from your alt             

text, and you can also add more text when you pin your own photos. Adding a                

call to action is also great. One tip here is to later repin your own pin to related                  

boards and group boards. This will increase the chances of your pins being found              

in both places, as now Pinterest uses a smart feed system. 

 

 

4. Facebook. FB is growing on me! I have seen a nice bump in last three months                

due to the following. #1 auto posting from Instagram to Facebook gets way more              

reach. And #2 video rocks! Make sure you post some videos, it can be a               

slideshow, tutorials or of course the fabulous Facebook LIVE! You can use            

CoSchedule to schedule your FB posts, which will allow you to use the image              

option and is the platform I prefer versus IFTT for auto posting to FB biz page.                

You can also use Hootsuite to schedule your posts. 

 

The key to social sharing is that we make our content, images, and posts... well...               

“share worthy.” Make sure you’re using a social sharing plugin like SumoMe or             

Shareholic or Social Warfare. Also, make sure your photos have the pin it button on               

them, as Pinterest is a top blog traffic referrer. Next up will be our last day, and I will be                    

chatting about Sitemaps and Google indexing to make sure your images and posts are              

being indexed by Google. 
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https://ifttt.com/
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Welcome to the last day of our Image Optimization Course! 

Today I want to chat all about sitemaps and indexing. Eeek, Fuse! Those are techie               

words! Don’t you worry, Fuse to the rescue. Basically, we want to make sure that our                

sites and blogs are being indexed (scanned by Google and other search engines).             

There are different types of markups for the algorithms, which is just a way they               

highlight different types of content found on your site—like videos, photos, dates,            

recipes, opening hours, articles, etc. We want to make sure your content and photos are               

being seen! So, here are a few things you can do to make sure your photos are being                  

seen by the search bots. 

 

1. XML Sitemaps. If you’re on WordPress, then I recommend you use the Yoast SEO               

plugin which has great SEO features for blogging. The plugin also creates an XML              

sitemap for you. A sitemap is basically a list showing all the pages that your website has                 

for the “crawlers” (search engine bots) to view in a hierarchical and organized way. You               

do need to make sure the XML sitemap is enabled in the Yoast SEO dashboard. Just                

go to the Yoast SEO dashboard, and you will see an area called XML sitemaps. 
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https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/


 

Squarespace automatically creates a sitemap for you and updates it if you add new              

pages. If you’re using a different platform other than WordPress or Squarespace, check             

with your platform if a sitemap is automatically being created or if you need to manually                

create one.2. Google Search Console. Google Analytics analyzes your website visitors,           

but Google Search Console (formerly Google Webmaster Tools) analyzes how the           

search engines crawl your site.  

 

 

If on WordPress, Yoast SEO also assists you with connecting your blogsite to Google              

Search Console: 

 

1. Go to Google Search Console and click on “Add site.” 

2. Add the URL of your site and hit continue.  

3. Copy the code they give you under Alternative Method Options. 

4. Sign into WordPress and go to Yoast SEO dashboard > General. 

5. Go to Webmaster Tools tab and paste in the code. 

 

6. Go back to Google Search Console and hit verify. 
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3. Facebook Opengraph. Also using the Yoast SEO plugin in WordPress, you want to              

make sure that the Facebook Opengraph is enabled, as this can affect the open graph               

of other social media platforms, for example, Twitter, making it a one-stop solution.             

According to Yoast, it helps see:  

 

● What type of content is this? 

● What’s the locale?  

● What’s the canonical URL of the page? 

● What are the name of the site and the title of the page? 

● What’s the page about? 

● Which image / images should be shown next to the post on Facebook? 

● Just go to Yoast SEO dashboard, then Social, then Facebook, and make sure             

Open Graph is enabled. 
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I hope you’ve enjoyed this 5-Day Image Optimization Course & Guide and that you use               

these tips to help improve your image, SEO, and getting found on social media. If you                

have any questions, just email me info@getfoundwithfuse.com. 
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